We consider classical gauge theory with spontaneous symmetry breaking on a principal bundle P → X whose structure group G is reducible to a closed subgroup H, and sections of the quotient bundle P/H → X are treated as classical Higgs fields. In this theory, matter fields with an exact symmetry group H are described by sections of a composite bundle Y → P/H → X. We show that their gauge G-invariant Lagrangian necessarily factorizes through a vertical covariant differential on Y defined by a principal connection on an Hprincipal bundle P → P/H (Theorems 5 and 6).
Following our previous work [10] , we consider classical gauge theory on a principal bundle P → X with a structure Lie group G which is reducible to its closed subgroup H, i.e., P admits reduced principal subbundles possessing a structure group H.
Given a closed (and, consequently, Lie) subgroup H ⊂ G, we have a composite bundle
where
is a principal bundle with a structure group H and
is a P -associated bundle with a typical fibre G/H which a structure group G acts on by left multiplications. In accordance with the well-known theorem [1, 12] , there is one-to-one correspondence between the global sections h of the quotient bundle (3) and the reduced H-principal subbundles P h of P which are the restriction
of the H-principal bundle P Σ (2) to h(X) ⊂ Σ. In classical gauge theory, global sections of the quotient bundle (3) are treated as classical Higgs fields [1, 8, 11] .
A question is how to describe matter fields in gauge theory with a structure group G if they admit only an exact symmetry subgroup H. In particular, this is the case of spinor fields in gravitation theory [2, 9] .
We have shown that such matter fields are represented by sections of a composite bundle
where Y → Σ is a P Σ -associated bundle
with a structure group H acting on its typical fibre V on the left [1, 8, 11] . Given a global section h of the fibre bundle Σ → X (3), the restriction
of a fibre bundle Y → Σ to h(X) ⊂ Σ is a fibre bundle associated with the reduced H-principal subbundle P h (4) of a G-principal bundle P . Sections of the fibre bundle Y h → X (7) describe matter fields in the presence of a Higgs field h. A key point is that the composite bundle
is proved to be a P -associated bundle
with a structure group G [1, 10, 11] . Its typical fibre is a fibre bundle
associated with an H-principal bundle G → G/H. A structure group G acts on the W (8) by the induced representation [5] :
This fact enables one to describe matter fields with an exact symmetry group H ⊂ G in the framework of gauge theory on a G-principal bundle P → X if its structure group G is reducible to H. Here, we aim to show that their gauge G-invariant Lagrangian necessarily factorizes through a vertical covariant differential on Y defined by an H-principal connection on P → P/H (Theorems 5 and 6).
A problem is that, though the P -associated composite bundle Y → X (5 can be endowed with a principal connection on a G-principal bundle P → X, such a connection need not be reducible to principal connections on reduced H-principal subbundles P h , unless the following condition holds [1, 3] .
of a Lie algebra h of H and its supplement f obeying the commutation relations
(e.g., H is a Cartan subgroup of G). Let A be a principal connection on P . The h-valued component A h of its pull-back onto a reduced H-principal subbundle P h is a principal connection on P h .
At the same time, connections on reduced H-principal subbundles P h can be generated in a different way. Let Π → Z be a principal bundle with a structure group K. Given a manifold map φ : Z ′ → Z, a pull-back bundle φ * Π → Z ′ also is a principal bundle with a structure group K.
Let A be a principal connection on a principal bundle Π → Z. Then the pull-back connection φ * A is a principal connection on φ * Π → Z ′ [3] . The following is a corollary of this fact.
Theorem 2. Given the composite bundle (1), let A Σ be a principal connection on the Hprincipal bundle P → Σ (2). Then, for any reduced H principal subbundle P h (4) the pull-back connection h * A Σ is a principal connection on P h .
Turn now to the composite bundle Y (5)
. Given an atlas Ψ P of P , the associated quotient bundle Σ → X (3) is provided with bundle coordinates (x λ , σ m ). With this atlas and an atlas Theorem 3. Let
be a principal connection on an H-principal bundle P → Σ where {e a } is a basis for a Lie algebra
be an associated principal connection on Y → Σ where {I a } is a representation of a Lie algebra
is a connection on Y h associated with the pull-back principal connection h * A Σ on the reduced
Any connection A Σ (11) on a fibre bundle Y → Σ yields a first order differential operator, called the vertical covariant differential, Theorem 5. In gauge theory on a principal bundle P whose structure group G is reducible to a closed subgroup H, a matter field Lagrangian is gauge invariant only if it factorizes through a vertical covariant differential of some principal connection on the H-principal bundle P → P/H (2).
Proof. Let P → X be a principal bundle whose structure group G is reducible to a closed subgroup H. Let Y be the P Σ -associated bundle (6) . A total configuration space of gauge theory of principal connections on P in the presence of matter and Higgs fields is
where C = J 1 P/G is the bundle of principal connections on P and J 1 Y is the first order jet manifold of Y → X. A total Lagrangian on the configuration space (15) is a sum
of a gauge field Lagrangian L A , a matter field Lagrangian L m and a Higgs field Lagrangian L σ . The total Lagrangian L tot (16) is required to be invariant with respect to vertical principal automorphisms of a G-principal bundle P → X. Any vertical principal automorphism of a Gprincipal bundle P → X, being G-equivariant, also is H-equivariant and, thus, it is a principal automorphism of an H-principal bundle P → Σ. Consequently, it yields an automorphism of the P Σ -associated bundle Y (5). Accordingly, every G-principal vector field ξ on P → X (an infinitesimal generator of a local one-parameter group of vertical principal automorphisms of P ) also is an H-principal vector field on P → Σ. It yields an infinitesimal gauge transformation υ ξ of a composite bundle Y seen as a P -and P Σ -associated bundle. This reads
where {J p } is a representation of a Lie algebra g of G in G/H and {I a } is a representation of a Lie algebra h of H in V . Since gauge and Higgs field Lagrangians in the absence of matter fields are assumed to be gauge invariant, a matter field Lagrangian L m also is separately gauge invariant. This means that its Lie derivative along the jet prolongation J 1 υ ξ of the vector field
In order to satisfy the conditions (18), let us consider some principal connection A Σ (11) on an H-principal bundle P → Σ and the associated connection A Y Σ (12) on Y → Σ. Let a matter field Lagrangian L m factorize as 
It is independent of derivatives of gauge parameters ξ. Therefore, the gauge invariance condition is trivially satisfied.
However, a problem is that the principal connection A Σ (11) on an H-principal bundle P → P/H fails to be a dynamic variable in gauge theory. Therefore, let us assume that a Lie algebra of a structure group G satisfies the decomposition (10) . In this case, any G-principal connection A on a principal bundle P → X yields H-principal connections on reduced H-principal subbundles P h in accordance with Theorem 1. Then one can state the following [11] .
Theorem 6. There exists a connection A Y Σ (12) on a fibre bundle Y → P/H whose restriction A h = h * A Σ onto a P h -associated bundle Y h coincides with a principal connection A h on P h generated by a principal connection A on a principal bundle P → X.
Proof. Let P h ⊂ P be a reduced principal subbundle and A h an H-principal connection on P h in Theorem 1 which is generated by a G-principal connection A on a principal bundle P → X.
It is extended to a G-principal connection on P so that h is an integral section of the associated connection
on a P -associated bundle Σ → X. Let Ψ Y Σ be an atlas of a P Σ -associated bundle Y → Σ which is defined by a family {z ι } of local sections of P → Σ. Given a section h of Σ → X, we have a family of sections {z ι • h} which yields an atlas Ψ h of a principal bundle P → X with H-valued transition functions. With respect to this atlas, a section h takes its values in the center of a quotient space G/H and the connection A h reads
We have
where {e a } is a basis for the Lie algebra h and {e b } is that for m. Written with respect to an arbitrary atlas of P , the decomposition (20) reads
and obeys the relation
where D λ are covariant derivatives relative to the associated principal connection A on Σ → X. Based on this fact, let consider the covariant differential
relative to the associated principal connection A on Σ → X. It can be regarded as a V Σ-valued one-form on the jet manifold J 1 Σ of Σ → X. Since the decomposition (20) holds for any section h of Σ → X, there exists a (V P/P )-valued (where V P is the vertical tangent bundle of P → X)
Then we obtain the (V P/G)-valued one-form
on J 1 Σ whose pull-back onto each 
on the product J1 C is the connection A h (19) written with respect to the atlas Ψ h . Let us now assume that, whenever
A is a principal connection on a G-principal bundle P → X, there exists a principal connection A Σ (11) on a principal H-bundle P → Σ such that the pull-back connection
on Y h coincides with A h (19) for any h ∈ Σ(X). In this case, there exists V Σ Y -valued one-form
on the configuration space (15) whose components are defined as follows. Given a point
let h be a section of Σ → X whose first jet j
Let the bundle of principal connections C and the Lie algebra bundle V P/G be provided with the atlases associated with the above mentioned atlas Ψ h . Then we write Given solutions of the equations (25) at all points of the configuration space (15), we require that a matter field Lagrangian factorizes as
through the form D (23). As a result, we obtain a gauge theory of gauge potentials of a group G, matter fields with an exact symmetry subgroup H ⊂ G and classical Higgs fields on the configuration space (24).
As was mentioned above, an example of classical Higgs fields is a metric gravitational field in gauge gravitation theory on natural bundles with spontaneous symmetry breaking caused by the existence of Dirac spinor fields with the exact Lorentz symmetry group [2, 9] . Describing spinor fields in terms of the composite bundle (5), we get their Lagrangian (26) in the presence of a general linear connection which is invariant under general covariant transformations [1, 9] . Classical gauge fields also are considered in gauge theory on gauge-natural bundles [7] and in Stelle -West gravitation theory [4] .
Let us note however that the symmetry breaking mechanism of Standard Model differs from that we consider here. Matter fields in Standard Model admit a total group of symmetries which are broken because of the existence of a background Higgs vacuum field [6] .
